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2. MODEL INGREDIENTS

In this section we review the concepts and descriptions
used in our model. We start with the di↵erential equa-
tions that control the regulator system from L13 (section
2.1). We then quote the mass- and satellite- quenching
expressions from P10 and P12 (section 2.2). In section
2.3 we describe the dark matter structure formation for-
malism we apply to our model. These ingredients are
completely independent of each other and do not rely on
mechanisms described in other subsections.

2.1. Galaxies as gas-regulated systems

We adopt the model proposed in L13. We identify a
galaxy as a gas-regulated system sitting in a dark matter
halo. The SFR in the galaxy is set simply by the gas mass
M

gas

within a reservoir in the galaxy via a star-formation
e�ciency, ✏. There is also mass-loss from the reservoir
in the form of a wind that is parameterized by a mass-
loading factor, �, such that the outflow is �·SFR. Both
of the ✏ and � parameters are allowed to vary with the
stellar mass M

s

of the galaxy (and possibly the epoch,
or redshift). In L13, the baryonic infall �

b

onto the reg-
ulator, which replenishes the reservoir, was assumed to
be some fixed fraction (f

gal

) of the baryonic infall onto
the surrounding halo. Two obvious simplifications of the
L13 model were that gas expelled from the galaxy in the
wind was assumed to be lost forever, i.e. it does not mix
with any surrounding gas in the halo, and that substruc-
ture within a halo was neglected, i.e. there was only one
regulator in each halo.
In L13, the stellar mass was defined as the long lived

stellar population and we will do the same by assum-
ing that a fraction R of newly formed stellar mass is
promptly returned to the gas reservoir. The remaining
stars will have a lifetime that is longer than the Uni-
verse. As in L13, we will set the mass-return factor
R = 0.4. This is motivated by stellar population models
(e.g, Bruzual & Charlot 2003). The ”stellar masses” used
throughout this paper will be these ”long-lived” stellar
masses. These are of order 0.2 dex smaller than the
stellar masses that are obtained by integrating the SFR,
which are sometimes quoted in the literature.
The build up in stellar mass Ṁ

s

is then given by

Ṁ
s

= SFR · (1�R). (1)

Following L13, the di↵erential equations of the regulator
in di↵erential form can then be written as:

SFR = ✏ ·Mgas (2)

Ṁgas,outflow = � · SFR (3)

Ṁgas = �
b

� Ṁ
s

� Ṁgas,outflow = �
b

� ✏ (1�R+ �)Mgas

(4)
We will not go in detail into the analytic solution of these
di↵erential equations as L13 explored these in some de-
tail.
The e�ciency ✏ and the outflow load � are intended

to cover, albeit simplistically, all the baryonic processes
within the galaxy system. L13 considered a power law
parametrization for both these parameters as a function
of the stellar mass M

s

:

✏(M
s

, z) = ✏10 ·
✓

M
s

1010M�

◆
b

·
✓
H(z)

H0

◆
(5)

�(M
s

) = �10 ·
✓

M
s

1010M�

◆
a

, (6)

H(z) is the Hubble rate at redshift z and H0 the
present-day Hubble constant. L13 assumed, following
Mo et al. (1998), that the star-formation e�ciency would
scale as the dynamical time of the galaxies and haloes,
which should scale as the Hubble rate, and we will do
the same until revisiting this issue towards the end of the
paper. The gas in-fall rate �

b

is assumed to be closely
related to the dark matter halo growth rate. We will
describe this term in greater detail when discussing our
model in section 3 but in essence set the f

gal

parameter
of L13 to unity.
One of the most interesting features of this very sim-

ple regulator system is that the resulting sSFR is closely
linked to the specific infall rate of the baryons. Indeed,
the model is motivated by the overall similarities be-
tween the observed sSFR(z) of the population of star-
forming galaxies and the specific growth rate of dark mat-
ter haloes (see L13). The sSFR will be exactly the spe-
cific baryonic infall rate if a constant fraction f

star

of the
incoming gas is converted into stars. If this fraction in-
creases as a given regulator evolves, e.g. if star-formation
becomes more e�ciency as the stellar mass of the regu-
lator increases, then the sSFR will be boosted relative to
the specific baryon infall rate, as in Equation 36 of L13.
Because this boosting of the sSFR is larger at low masses,
this also has the e↵ect of reversing the weak dependence
of the sSFR on stellar mass relative to the dependence
of the dark matter specific accretion rate (see L13).
Another attractive feature of this regulator system is

that it naturally introduces the SFR as a second pa-
rameter in the mass-metallicity relation, producing a
Z(M

s

, SFR) relation that will only change with epoch
to the extent that the ✏ and � parameters (at fixed M

s

)
evolve. In other words a so-called ”fundamental metal-
licity relation” is a more-or-less natural outcome of the
regulator. By comparing the expected Z(M

s

, SFR) with
data from SDSS given by Mannucci et al. (2010), L13 de-
rived nominal values for the parameters ✏10, b, �10 and
a. Given the extreme simplicity of the model, the re-
sulting values for ✏(M

s

) and �(M
s

), which are quoted in
Table 1 in L13 and added into Table 1 of this work to our
model parameters, are surprisingly reasonable, giving gas
depletion timescales (✏�1) at M

s

⇠ 1010M� of about 2
Gyr and mass-loading factors of order unity. Both these
parameters decrease with stellar mass resulting in more
and more e�cient conversion of inflowing baryons into
stars as the stellar mass of the system increases. In the
context of the simple analysis of L13, this ”saturation”
of f

star

can be traced to the pronounced flattening of the
Z(M

star

) relation at high masses. We will return to this
later in the paper.
The processes associated with star-formation in galax-

ies is thus represented in our model by the four pa-
rameters describing ✏(M

s

) and �(M
s

), taken from L13.
As noted above, we will initially assume ✏ increases as
H(z)/H0, although we will revisit this assumption later.

2.2. Quenching of star-formation in galaxies

In this paper, we apply the phenomenological quench-
ing prescriptions derived by P10 and P12. This is distinct
from introducing a turnover in the e�ciency parameter
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as done by Behroozi et al. (2012a) and Lu et al. (2013)
or cutting o↵ the supply of gas, as done by e.g. Bouché
et al. (2010), although the outcomes may be similar. We
will assume that star formation within a galaxy stops
instantaneously when it is quenched and that no signif-
icant star formation occurs afterwards. As a shorthand
(and on plots) we will denote the actively star-forming
galaxies as blue and those that are quenched as red al-
though we will not consider the colors of galaxies per se.
The red fraction will then by the fraction of galaxies of
a given mass etc. that have been quenched.
P10 showed that the separability of the red fraction of

galaxies as a function of mass and local projected over
density is separable in the two variables, suggesting that
there are two dominant processes: one which depends on
mass but not density (so-called “mass-quenching”) and a
second environment-related process which should be in-
dependent of stellar mass. The mass-quenching process
is then the only one that depends on mass, and therefore
is the quenching process that determines the shape of
the mass-function of the surviving star-forming galaxies
and, via the continuity equation, the shape of the mass
function of the resulting quenched population. The ob-
served constancy of the shape of the mass function of
star-forming galaxies imposes a strong requirement on
the form of mass-quenching (see P10 and below).
Subsequently, P12 showed that the environment-

quenching in the overall population can be fully ac-
counted by a satellite quenching process that applies only
to satellite galaxies. The additional probability of being
quenched when being a satellite is described by a satel-
lite quenching e�ciency with a value of ⇡ 50%. Knobel
et al. (2013) and Kovac et al. (2013) have shown that the
mean value of the satellite quenching e�ciency remains
unchanged to redshifts z ⇠ 0.7.
The P10 prescription for mass-quenching can be writ-

ten either as a quenching rate, i.e. the probability that a
given star-forming galaxy be quenched per unit time, or
as survival probability to reach a certain mass without
being quenched. The probability pquench for a galaxy be-
coming quenched when increasing its stellar content by
dM

s

is given by

dpquench = µdM
s

, (7)

for an infinitesimal dM
s

. For a finite increase �M
s

, one
get

pquench = 1� exp [�µ�M
s

] , (8)

The constant µ is required (see P10) to be M⇤�1, where
M⇤ is the current value of the characteristic stellar mass
of the (single) Schechter stellar mass function of the blue
star-forming populationM⇤ = 1010.6M�. Following P10,
we take µ to be constant with time.
The mass-quenching process acts on all galaxies, i.e.

both centrals and satellites. This is motivated by the
observational fact that M⇤ is the same for central and
satellite star-forming galaxies. Because of the close cou-
pling of stellar mass and halo mass for central galaxies,
the action of mass-quenching that is driven by stellar
mass (as in the above equation) is very similar to that
driven by halo mass for centrals and it is hard to distin-
guish the two.
For satellite-quenching, we apply an additional

stochastic quenching process. When a central galaxy be-

comes the satellite of another galaxy because it’s own
halo merges with another more massive halo, the chance
of it being (instantaneously) quenched is set to psat = 0.5.
This additional quenching probability is only applied
once to any particular galaxy when it first becomes a
satellite. Because we do not, in the current paper, con-
sider the radial distribution of galaxies within haloes (e.g,
Prescott et al. 2011), or try to compute the local over-
density as in P12 or Kovac et al (2013), we do not con-
sider the density-dependence of psat, instead adopting a
mean value. This mean value of psat = 0.5 is assumed
to be constant with epoch, as shown in the zCOSMOS
group catalogue to z ⇠ 0.7 (Knobel et al. 2013; Kovac
et al. 2013).
To summarize, the quenching of galaxies in this model

is accounted by just two constants, µ = 10�10.6M�1
� for

mass-quenching and psat = 0.5 for satellite quenching.

2.3. Dark matter structure formation

To describe the hierarchical structure formation pro-
cess we take models far below the complexity of N-body
simulation but aiming to account for most of the fea-
tures of those simulations. The descriptions we apply
have been incorporated in one or another way by many
authors (recently e.g. by Lu et al. 2013). We use the
dark matter merger tree generator from Parkinson et al.
(2008), which is based on the excursion set theory (e.g,
Press & Schechter 1974; Epstein 1983; Bond et al. 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) tuned to match the Millennium sim-
ulation (Springel et al. 2005). Parkinson et al. (2008)
showed that the tuned merger tree generator matches
the overall halo mass function and the progenitor mass
function for di↵erent halo masses very well back to red-
shift z = 4. The merger tree generates its trees with a
Monte Carlo method. Given a halo mass M

h

at redshift
z it generates the progenitors at z + �z for small time
steps �z (backward process). In addition to a smoothed
component growth there is a probability of having a bi-
nary split in the merger tree with a host and a satellite
halo.

M
h

�z��! Mhost +Msat +�Msmoothed, (9)

where Mhost is the most massive progenitor of M
h

.
The tree naturally divides the progenitor mass into a
smooth component (all progenitors below a mass thresh-
old Mthresh) and a merger component (growth due to ac-
cretion of mergers above Mthresh). We express its growth
as

Ṁ
h

= Ṁ
h,smoothed + Ṁ

h,merger. (10)

For the subhalo evolution we apply the formalism from
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). They used high resolution
dark matter simulations with one host and one satellite
halo to invert the dynamical friction time scale tdf and
provide a fitting formula for tdf (equation 5,6 in their
paper with the further assumption that their last factor
in equation 5 is equal to unity):

tdf
⌧dyn

= 0.216
(Mhost/Msat)1.3

ln(1 +Mhost/Msat)
e1.9⌘. (11)

This formula depends on the host-to-satellite mass ra-
tio Mhost/Msat and orbital circularity ⌘. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) noted in their analysis that including the ef-
fect of baryonic bulges on gets an approximately 10%

e.g. Kovac et al. 2013 and Knobel et al. 2013

satellite galaxies are 
more likely to be 
quenched
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unchanged to redshifts z ⇠ 0.7.
The P10 prescription for mass-quenching can be writ-

ten either as a quenching rate, i.e. the probability that a
given star-forming galaxy be quenched per unit time, or
as survival probability to reach a certain mass without
being quenched. The probability pquench for a galaxy be-
coming quenched when increasing its stellar content by
dM

s

is given by

dpquench = µdM
s

, (7)

for an infinitesimal dM
s

. For a finite increase �M
s

, one
get

pquench = 1� exp [�µ�M
s

] , (8)

The constant µ is required (see P10) to be M⇤�1, where
M⇤ is the current value of the characteristic stellar mass
of the (single) Schechter stellar mass function of the blue
star-forming populationM⇤ = 1010.6M�. Following P10,
we take µ to be constant with time.
The mass-quenching process acts on all galaxies, i.e.

both centrals and satellites. This is motivated by the
observational fact that M⇤ is the same for central and
satellite star-forming galaxies. Because of the close cou-
pling of stellar mass and halo mass for central galaxies,
the action of mass-quenching that is driven by stellar
mass (as in the above equation) is very similar to that
driven by halo mass for centrals and it is hard to distin-
guish the two.
For satellite-quenching, we apply an additional

stochastic quenching process. When a central galaxy be-

comes the satellite of another galaxy because it’s own
halo merges with another more massive halo, the chance
of it being (instantaneously) quenched is set to psat = 0.5.
This additional quenching probability is only applied
once to any particular galaxy when it first becomes a
satellite. Because we do not, in the current paper, con-
sider the radial distribution of galaxies within haloes (e.g,
Prescott et al. 2011), or try to compute the local over-
density as in P12 or Kovac et al (2013), we do not con-
sider the density-dependence of psat, instead adopting a
mean value. This mean value of psat = 0.5 is assumed
to be constant with epoch, as shown in the zCOSMOS
group catalogue to z ⇠ 0.7 (Knobel et al. 2013; Kovac
et al. 2013).
To summarize, the quenching of galaxies in this model

is accounted by just two constants, µ = 10�10.6M�1
� for

mass-quenching and psat = 0.5 for satellite quenching.

2.3. Dark matter structure formation

To describe the hierarchical structure formation pro-
cess we take models far below the complexity of N-body
simulation but aiming to account for most of the fea-
tures of those simulations. The descriptions we apply
have been incorporated in one or another way by many
authors (recently e.g. by Lu et al. 2013). We use the
dark matter merger tree generator from Parkinson et al.
(2008), which is based on the excursion set theory (e.g,
Press & Schechter 1974; Epstein 1983; Bond et al. 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) tuned to match the Millennium sim-
ulation (Springel et al. 2005). Parkinson et al. (2008)
showed that the tuned merger tree generator matches
the overall halo mass function and the progenitor mass
function for di↵erent halo masses very well back to red-
shift z = 4. The merger tree generates its trees with a
Monte Carlo method. Given a halo mass M

h

at redshift
z it generates the progenitors at z + �z for small time
steps �z (backward process). In addition to a smoothed
component growth there is a probability of having a bi-
nary split in the merger tree with a host and a satellite
halo.

M
h

�z��! Mhost +Msat +�Msmoothed, (9)

where Mhost is the most massive progenitor of M
h

.
The tree naturally divides the progenitor mass into a
smooth component (all progenitors below a mass thresh-
old Mthresh) and a merger component (growth due to ac-
cretion of mergers above Mthresh). We express its growth
as

Ṁ
h

= Ṁ
h,smoothed + Ṁ

h,merger. (10)

For the subhalo evolution we apply the formalism from
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). They used high resolution
dark matter simulations with one host and one satellite
halo to invert the dynamical friction time scale tdf and
provide a fitting formula for tdf (equation 5,6 in their
paper with the further assumption that their last factor
in equation 5 is equal to unity):

tdf
⌧dyn

= 0.216
(Mhost/Msat)1.3

ln(1 +Mhost/Msat)
e1.9⌘. (11)

This formula depends on the host-to-satellite mass ra-
tio Mhost/Msat and orbital circularity ⌘. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) noted in their analysis that including the ef-
fect of baryonic bulges on gets an approximately 10%
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as done by Behroozi et al. (2012a) and Lu et al. (2013)
or cutting o↵ the supply of gas, as done by e.g. Bouché
et al. (2010), although the outcomes may be similar. We
will assume that star formation within a galaxy stops
instantaneously when it is quenched and that no signif-
icant star formation occurs afterwards. As a shorthand
(and on plots) we will denote the actively star-forming
galaxies as blue and those that are quenched as red al-
though we will not consider the colors of galaxies per se.
The red fraction will then by the fraction of galaxies of
a given mass etc. that have been quenched.
P10 showed that the separability of the red fraction of

galaxies as a function of mass and local projected over
density is separable in the two variables, suggesting that
there are two dominant processes: one which depends on
mass but not density (so-called “mass-quenching”) and a
second environment-related process which should be in-
dependent of stellar mass. The mass-quenching process
is then the only one that depends on mass, and therefore
is the quenching process that determines the shape of
the mass-function of the surviving star-forming galaxies
and, via the continuity equation, the shape of the mass
function of the resulting quenched population. The ob-
served constancy of the shape of the mass function of
star-forming galaxies imposes a strong requirement on
the form of mass-quenching (see P10 and below).
Subsequently, P12 showed that the environment-

quenching in the overall population can be fully ac-
counted by a satellite quenching process that applies only
to satellite galaxies. The additional probability of being
quenched when being a satellite is described by a satel-
lite quenching e�ciency with a value of ⇡ 50%. Knobel
et al. (2013) and Kovac et al. (2013) have shown that the
mean value of the satellite quenching e�ciency remains
unchanged to redshifts z ⇠ 0.7.
The P10 prescription for mass-quenching can be writ-

ten either as a quenching rate, i.e. the probability that a
given star-forming galaxy be quenched per unit time, or
as survival probability to reach a certain mass without
being quenched. The probability pquench for a galaxy be-
coming quenched when increasing its stellar content by
dM

s

is given by

dpquench = µdM
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, (7)

for an infinitesimal dM
s

. For a finite increase �M
s

, one
get

pquench = 1� exp [�µ�M
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] , (8)

The constant µ is required (see P10) to be M⇤�1, where
M⇤ is the current value of the characteristic stellar mass
of the (single) Schechter stellar mass function of the blue
star-forming populationM⇤ = 1010.6M�. Following P10,
we take µ to be constant with time.
The mass-quenching process acts on all galaxies, i.e.

both centrals and satellites. This is motivated by the
observational fact that M⇤ is the same for central and
satellite star-forming galaxies. Because of the close cou-
pling of stellar mass and halo mass for central galaxies,
the action of mass-quenching that is driven by stellar
mass (as in the above equation) is very similar to that
driven by halo mass for centrals and it is hard to distin-
guish the two.
For satellite-quenching, we apply an additional

stochastic quenching process. When a central galaxy be-

comes the satellite of another galaxy because it’s own
halo merges with another more massive halo, the chance
of it being (instantaneously) quenched is set to psat = 0.5.
This additional quenching probability is only applied
once to any particular galaxy when it first becomes a
satellite. Because we do not, in the current paper, con-
sider the radial distribution of galaxies within haloes (e.g,
Prescott et al. 2011), or try to compute the local over-
density as in P12 or Kovac et al (2013), we do not con-
sider the density-dependence of psat, instead adopting a
mean value. This mean value of psat = 0.5 is assumed
to be constant with epoch, as shown in the zCOSMOS
group catalogue to z ⇠ 0.7 (Knobel et al. 2013; Kovac
et al. 2013).
To summarize, the quenching of galaxies in this model

is accounted by just two constants, µ = 10�10.6M�1
� for

mass-quenching and psat = 0.5 for satellite quenching.

2.3. Dark matter structure formation

To describe the hierarchical structure formation pro-
cess we take models far below the complexity of N-body
simulation but aiming to account for most of the fea-
tures of those simulations. The descriptions we apply
have been incorporated in one or another way by many
authors (recently e.g. by Lu et al. 2013). We use the
dark matter merger tree generator from Parkinson et al.
(2008), which is based on the excursion set theory (e.g,
Press & Schechter 1974; Epstein 1983; Bond et al. 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) tuned to match the Millennium sim-
ulation (Springel et al. 2005). Parkinson et al. (2008)
showed that the tuned merger tree generator matches
the overall halo mass function and the progenitor mass
function for di↵erent halo masses very well back to red-
shift z = 4. The merger tree generates its trees with a
Monte Carlo method. Given a halo mass M
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at redshift
z it generates the progenitors at z + �z for small time
steps �z (backward process). In addition to a smoothed
component growth there is a probability of having a bi-
nary split in the merger tree with a host and a satellite
halo.
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where Mhost is the most massive progenitor of M
h

.
The tree naturally divides the progenitor mass into a
smooth component (all progenitors below a mass thresh-
old Mthresh) and a merger component (growth due to ac-
cretion of mergers above Mthresh). We express its growth
as

Ṁ
h

= Ṁ
h,smoothed + Ṁ

h,merger. (10)

For the subhalo evolution we apply the formalism from
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). They used high resolution
dark matter simulations with one host and one satellite
halo to invert the dynamical friction time scale tdf and
provide a fitting formula for tdf (equation 5,6 in their
paper with the further assumption that their last factor
in equation 5 is equal to unity):

tdf
⌧dyn

= 0.216
(Mhost/Msat)1.3

ln(1 +Mhost/Msat)
e1.9⌘. (11)

This formula depends on the host-to-satellite mass ra-
tio Mhost/Msat and orbital circularity ⌘. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) noted in their analysis that including the ef-
fect of baryonic bulges on gets an approximately 10%
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or cutting o↵ the supply of gas, as done by e.g. Bouché
et al. (2010), although the outcomes may be similar. We
will assume that star formation within a galaxy stops
instantaneously when it is quenched and that no signif-
icant star formation occurs afterwards. As a shorthand
(and on plots) we will denote the actively star-forming
galaxies as blue and those that are quenched as red al-
though we will not consider the colors of galaxies per se.
The red fraction will then by the fraction of galaxies of
a given mass etc. that have been quenched.
P10 showed that the separability of the red fraction of

galaxies as a function of mass and local projected over
density is separable in the two variables, suggesting that
there are two dominant processes: one which depends on
mass but not density (so-called “mass-quenching”) and a
second environment-related process which should be in-
dependent of stellar mass. The mass-quenching process
is then the only one that depends on mass, and therefore
is the quenching process that determines the shape of
the mass-function of the surviving star-forming galaxies
and, via the continuity equation, the shape of the mass
function of the resulting quenched population. The ob-
served constancy of the shape of the mass function of
star-forming galaxies imposes a strong requirement on
the form of mass-quenching (see P10 and below).
Subsequently, P12 showed that the environment-

quenching in the overall population can be fully ac-
counted by a satellite quenching process that applies only
to satellite galaxies. The additional probability of being
quenched when being a satellite is described by a satel-
lite quenching e�ciency with a value of ⇡ 50%. Knobel
et al. (2013) and Kovac et al. (2013) have shown that the
mean value of the satellite quenching e�ciency remains
unchanged to redshifts z ⇠ 0.7.
The P10 prescription for mass-quenching can be writ-

ten either as a quenching rate, i.e. the probability that a
given star-forming galaxy be quenched per unit time, or
as survival probability to reach a certain mass without
being quenched. The probability pquench for a galaxy be-
coming quenched when increasing its stellar content by
dM

s

is given by

dpquench = µdM
s

, (7)

for an infinitesimal dM
s

. For a finite increase �M
s

, one
get

pquench = 1� exp [�µ�M
s

] , (8)

The constant µ is required (see P10) to be M⇤�1, where
M⇤ is the current value of the characteristic stellar mass
of the (single) Schechter stellar mass function of the blue
star-forming populationM⇤ = 1010.6M�. Following P10,
we take µ to be constant with time.
The mass-quenching process acts on all galaxies, i.e.

both centrals and satellites. This is motivated by the
observational fact that M⇤ is the same for central and
satellite star-forming galaxies. Because of the close cou-
pling of stellar mass and halo mass for central galaxies,
the action of mass-quenching that is driven by stellar
mass (as in the above equation) is very similar to that
driven by halo mass for centrals and it is hard to distin-
guish the two.
For satellite-quenching, we apply an additional

stochastic quenching process. When a central galaxy be-

comes the satellite of another galaxy because it’s own
halo merges with another more massive halo, the chance
of it being (instantaneously) quenched is set to psat = 0.5.
This additional quenching probability is only applied
once to any particular galaxy when it first becomes a
satellite. Because we do not, in the current paper, con-
sider the radial distribution of galaxies within haloes (e.g,
Prescott et al. 2011), or try to compute the local over-
density as in P12 or Kovac et al (2013), we do not con-
sider the density-dependence of psat, instead adopting a
mean value. This mean value of psat = 0.5 is assumed
to be constant with epoch, as shown in the zCOSMOS
group catalogue to z ⇠ 0.7 (Knobel et al. 2013; Kovac
et al. 2013).
To summarize, the quenching of galaxies in this model

is accounted by just two constants, µ = 10�10.6M�1
� for

mass-quenching and psat = 0.5 for satellite quenching.

2.3. Dark matter structure formation

To describe the hierarchical structure formation pro-
cess we take models far below the complexity of N-body
simulation but aiming to account for most of the fea-
tures of those simulations. The descriptions we apply
have been incorporated in one or another way by many
authors (recently e.g. by Lu et al. 2013). We use the
dark matter merger tree generator from Parkinson et al.
(2008), which is based on the excursion set theory (e.g,
Press & Schechter 1974; Epstein 1983; Bond et al. 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) tuned to match the Millennium sim-
ulation (Springel et al. 2005). Parkinson et al. (2008)
showed that the tuned merger tree generator matches
the overall halo mass function and the progenitor mass
function for di↵erent halo masses very well back to red-
shift z = 4. The merger tree generates its trees with a
Monte Carlo method. Given a halo mass M

h

at redshift
z it generates the progenitors at z + �z for small time
steps �z (backward process). In addition to a smoothed
component growth there is a probability of having a bi-
nary split in the merger tree with a host and a satellite
halo.

M
h

�z��! Mhost +Msat +�Msmoothed, (9)

where Mhost is the most massive progenitor of M
h

.
The tree naturally divides the progenitor mass into a
smooth component (all progenitors below a mass thresh-
old Mthresh) and a merger component (growth due to ac-
cretion of mergers above Mthresh). We express its growth
as

Ṁ
h

= Ṁ
h,smoothed + Ṁ

h,merger. (10)

For the subhalo evolution we apply the formalism from
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). They used high resolution
dark matter simulations with one host and one satellite
halo to invert the dynamical friction time scale tdf and
provide a fitting formula for tdf (equation 5,6 in their
paper with the further assumption that their last factor
in equation 5 is equal to unity):

tdf
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= 0.216
(Mhost/Msat)1.3

ln(1 +Mhost/Msat)
e1.9⌘. (11)

This formula depends on the host-to-satellite mass ra-
tio Mhost/Msat and orbital circularity ⌘. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) noted in their analysis that including the ef-
fect of baryonic bulges on gets an approximately 10%
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et al. (2010), although the outcomes may be similar. We
will assume that star formation within a galaxy stops
instantaneously when it is quenched and that no signif-
icant star formation occurs afterwards. As a shorthand
(and on plots) we will denote the actively star-forming
galaxies as blue and those that are quenched as red al-
though we will not consider the colors of galaxies per se.
The red fraction will then by the fraction of galaxies of
a given mass etc. that have been quenched.
P10 showed that the separability of the red fraction of

galaxies as a function of mass and local projected over
density is separable in the two variables, suggesting that
there are two dominant processes: one which depends on
mass but not density (so-called “mass-quenching”) and a
second environment-related process which should be in-
dependent of stellar mass. The mass-quenching process
is then the only one that depends on mass, and therefore
is the quenching process that determines the shape of
the mass-function of the surviving star-forming galaxies
and, via the continuity equation, the shape of the mass
function of the resulting quenched population. The ob-
served constancy of the shape of the mass function of
star-forming galaxies imposes a strong requirement on
the form of mass-quenching (see P10 and below).
Subsequently, P12 showed that the environment-

quenching in the overall population can be fully ac-
counted by a satellite quenching process that applies only
to satellite galaxies. The additional probability of being
quenched when being a satellite is described by a satel-
lite quenching e�ciency with a value of ⇡ 50%. Knobel
et al. (2013) and Kovac et al. (2013) have shown that the
mean value of the satellite quenching e�ciency remains
unchanged to redshifts z ⇠ 0.7.
The P10 prescription for mass-quenching can be writ-

ten either as a quenching rate, i.e. the probability that a
given star-forming galaxy be quenched per unit time, or
as survival probability to reach a certain mass without
being quenched. The probability pquench for a galaxy be-
coming quenched when increasing its stellar content by
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is given by
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, (7)

for an infinitesimal dM
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. For a finite increase �M
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, one
get

pquench = 1� exp [�µ�M
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] , (8)

The constant µ is required (see P10) to be M⇤�1, where
M⇤ is the current value of the characteristic stellar mass
of the (single) Schechter stellar mass function of the blue
star-forming populationM⇤ = 1010.6M�. Following P10,
we take µ to be constant with time.
The mass-quenching process acts on all galaxies, i.e.

both centrals and satellites. This is motivated by the
observational fact that M⇤ is the same for central and
satellite star-forming galaxies. Because of the close cou-
pling of stellar mass and halo mass for central galaxies,
the action of mass-quenching that is driven by stellar
mass (as in the above equation) is very similar to that
driven by halo mass for centrals and it is hard to distin-
guish the two.
For satellite-quenching, we apply an additional

stochastic quenching process. When a central galaxy be-

comes the satellite of another galaxy because it’s own
halo merges with another more massive halo, the chance
of it being (instantaneously) quenched is set to psat = 0.5.
This additional quenching probability is only applied
once to any particular galaxy when it first becomes a
satellite. Because we do not, in the current paper, con-
sider the radial distribution of galaxies within haloes (e.g,
Prescott et al. 2011), or try to compute the local over-
density as in P12 or Kovac et al (2013), we do not con-
sider the density-dependence of psat, instead adopting a
mean value. This mean value of psat = 0.5 is assumed
to be constant with epoch, as shown in the zCOSMOS
group catalogue to z ⇠ 0.7 (Knobel et al. 2013; Kovac
et al. 2013).
To summarize, the quenching of galaxies in this model

is accounted by just two constants, µ = 10�10.6M�1
� for

mass-quenching and psat = 0.5 for satellite quenching.

2.3. Dark matter structure formation

To describe the hierarchical structure formation pro-
cess we take models far below the complexity of N-body
simulation but aiming to account for most of the fea-
tures of those simulations. The descriptions we apply
have been incorporated in one or another way by many
authors (recently e.g. by Lu et al. 2013). We use the
dark matter merger tree generator from Parkinson et al.
(2008), which is based on the excursion set theory (e.g,
Press & Schechter 1974; Epstein 1983; Bond et al. 1991;
Lacey & Cole 1993) tuned to match the Millennium sim-
ulation (Springel et al. 2005). Parkinson et al. (2008)
showed that the tuned merger tree generator matches
the overall halo mass function and the progenitor mass
function for di↵erent halo masses very well back to red-
shift z = 4. The merger tree generates its trees with a
Monte Carlo method. Given a halo mass M

h

at redshift
z it generates the progenitors at z + �z for small time
steps �z (backward process). In addition to a smoothed
component growth there is a probability of having a bi-
nary split in the merger tree with a host and a satellite
halo.

M
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�z��! Mhost +Msat +�Msmoothed, (9)

where Mhost is the most massive progenitor of M
h

.
The tree naturally divides the progenitor mass into a
smooth component (all progenitors below a mass thresh-
old Mthresh) and a merger component (growth due to ac-
cretion of mergers above Mthresh). We express its growth
as

Ṁ
h

= Ṁ
h,smoothed + Ṁ

h,merger. (10)

For the subhalo evolution we apply the formalism from
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008). They used high resolution
dark matter simulations with one host and one satellite
halo to invert the dynamical friction time scale tdf and
provide a fitting formula for tdf (equation 5,6 in their
paper with the further assumption that their last factor
in equation 5 is equal to unity):

tdf
⌧dyn

= 0.216
(Mhost/Msat)1.3

ln(1 +Mhost/Msat)
e1.9⌘. (11)

This formula depends on the host-to-satellite mass ra-
tio Mhost/Msat and orbital circularity ⌘. Boylan-Kolchin
et al. (2008) noted in their analysis that including the ef-
fect of baryonic bulges on gets an approximately 10%
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• simple differential equations 
embedded in a dark matter 
merger tree	


• local continuity in stellar- 
gas- and DM mass	


• quenching as a one-way 
description of stellar mass
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Fig. 6.— The SMF for the blue and red population, centrals and satellites are plotted for redshifts 6  z  0 for Model A. Our model
predicts a nearly constant fraction of blue and red population, centrals and satellites back to at least z = 4. The Schechter parameters for
these SMF’s are given in Appendix B.

is a natural output of our model as the regulator is
highly ine�cient in producing stars at low stellar masses
and (mass-)quenching is most e↵ective above Ms = M⇤,
which corresponds to about 1012M� in halo mass.
The fact that these two orthogonal approaches pro-

duce broadly the same phenomenological picture is very
reassuring. It furthermore emphasizes the operational
di�culty of distinguishing, for central galaxies, whether
the dark matter mass or the (baryonic) stellar mass is
driving the variable e�ciency with which haloes convert
baryons into stars, simply because these two quantities
are tightly linked.

4.6. Stellar-to-halo mass relation (SHMR)

One of the central properties of galaxies is the stellar-
to-halo mass relation (SHMR), both for centrals and for
satellite galaxies. The SHMR represents the overall e�-
ciency with which haloes convert baryons into stars. This
quantity has been extensively studied using abundance
matching and other statistical techniques such as halo oc-
cupation distributions, which are based on the conviction
that the SHMR should be well-behaved. Observations
using weak-lensing can be used to directly test these,
generally with success (e.g, Leauthaud et al. 2012a).
The SHMR for our output sample at the present epoch

is plotted in Figure 8 and compared with the zero-
redshift relation from Behroozi et al. (2013a). As would
be expected, the increase in the Ms/Mh ratio at low
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Fig. 7.— The Star Formation Rate history as a function of cos-
mic time and halo mass for Model A. The plot includes SFR from
centrals and satellites. Black lines indicate an average growth his-
tory of di↵erent haloes. Units of the color scale are chosen to be
ND*SFR dlog

10

(Mh) = M�yr�1Mpc�3dlog
10

(Mh).

masses simply reflects the increasing e�ciency of con-
verting baryons to stars (i.e. fstar in L13) in more mas-
sive regulators, while the turn-over and subsequent de-
cline is due to the mass-quenching of galaxies which be-
comes progressively more important at masses around
and above M⇤, corresponding to about 1012M� in halo
mass.
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Fig. 2.— Prediction of the mean sSFR for blue galaxies within a
stellar mass range of 1010M�-1010.5M� of Model A as a function
of redshift (red curve). These are compared with data points (in
black without errorbars) from Stark et al. (2013) and a model based
on a data compilation of Behroozi et al. (2013a) adjusted to our
definition of SFR. The gray region reflects the 1-� scatter between
di↵erent measurements in the literature given by Behroozi et al.
(2013a). The specific gas infall rate of the same galaxy sample of
our model is over-plotted in green. The sSFR follows this quantity
with an o↵set (boost) as discussed in L13. Furthermore the specific
mass increase rate of the halo (sMIR) is over-plotted.

galaxy and the specific growth rate of the dark matter
halo) or a rather dramatic adjustment of the e�ciency
with which inflowing gas is converted to stars (i.e. the
fstar parameter of L13) so as to increase the boost factor
associated with temporal changes in this quantity (see
L13). We will return to this discrepancy in models B+C
but note here that it is not inconceivable that some of
the o↵set of 0.3 dex could reflect observational di�cul-
ties in determining stellar mass and star formation
rates at high redshifts.
Our model naturally produces a deviation of the bary-

onic increase rate to the dark matter growth rate at very
high redshifts as the dynamical friction time scale cannot
catch up the halo growth rate resulting in far more sub-
structure surrounding the central at high redshifts. More
substructure means within our model that less baryonic
infall will be assigned to the central as described in Equa-
tion (15).
In Figure 3, the overall star formation rate density

(SFRD) is plotted over the whole range of cosmic time
compared with data from the compilation by Hopkins
& Beacom (2006) and the phenomenological model by
Behroozi et al. (2013a). The gray region is the 1-� inter-
publication scatter noted by Behroozi et al. (2013a).
The broad features of the evolving SFRD of the Uni-

verse are reproduced and our predicted value at z = 0
matches well the observational data of the nearby Uni-
verse. We again see a tension in the model that the
SFRD is too low at z = 2. The size of the discrepancy
is roughly the same as for the sSFR(z) evolution. We
return to this below.

4.3. The evolution of the gas fraction in galaxies

In Figure 4, we plot the gas-to-star ratio µ = Mgas/Ms
as a function of stellar mass for di↵erent redshifts. We
get about a factor of six higher gas-to-star ratio at z ⇠ 4
compared to z = 0. From the definition of the regulator
quantities in L13, the gas ratio is simply given by the
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Fig. 3.— The Star Formation Rate Density (SFRD) from our
model sample as a function of redshift (red line). The SFRD is
the integrated SFR over all galaxies at a certain cosmic time, nor-
malized to unit volume. The blue dashed line is the best fit model
of Behroozi et al. (2013a) and the gray region is the 1-� inter-
publication scatter noted by them. The green dashed line is the
best fit of the data compilation of Hopkins & Beacom (2006). Our
model predicts the right normalization at z = 0 and the drop in
the SFRD at late times. Our model does not reproduce the boost
in SFRD at z = 2 in its full strength.

ratio of the sSFR and the star-formation e�ciency ✏

Mgas

Ms
=

sSFR

✏
. (18)

So the increase in the gas ratio is a direct result of the fact
that the halo growth rate and thus the sSFR increases
faster with redshift than the dynamical time of the galaxy
which was assumed to set the redshift evolution of ✏.
Lowering the gas fraction in high redshift galaxies can be
done in two di↵erent ways: One either lets the e�ciency
✏ increase faster with redshift or as a higher power of the
gas mass within the regulator. These have similar e↵ect
because of the higher gas fractions at high redshift.
In our model A, the gas infall rate �b drops faster

with cosmic time than the star formation e�ciency ✏
and therefore galaxies become less gas-rich at later cos-
mic times (a similar argument was drawn in Davé et al.
(2011a)). This behavior is in qualitative agreement with
observations (e.g, Tacconi et al. 2010; Geach et al. 2011).

4.4. Stellar Mass Function (SMF)

The galaxy stellar mass function (SMF) is a well mea-
sured quantity at low redshifts (e.g, Baldry et al. 2008;
Pozzetti et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010; Baldry et al. 2012).
Our model provides predictions for the overall SMF and
also for the population split into blue and red galaxies
(i.e. star-forming and quiescent) and into centrals and
satellites. As noted above, the model is constructed to
reproduce the characteristic Schechter cuto↵ of the blue
population at M⇤ ⇠ 1010.68M� and for this to be con-
stant with time, but we have not introduced any other
parameter that is based on e.g. the faint end slope of
the blue and red population, or the red fraction at M⇤).
The mass quenching law of P10 can directly pre-
dict the relative faint end slopes of the blue and
red population, but the absolute slope ↵s,blue of
the blue population had to be assumed. The red
fraction at M* also follows from the input ↵s,blue.
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our model is over-plotted in green. The sSFR follows this quantity
with an o↵set (boost) as discussed in L13. Furthermore the specific
mass increase rate of the halo (sMIR) is over-plotted.

galaxy and the specific growth rate of the dark matter
halo) or a rather dramatic adjustment of the e�ciency
with which inflowing gas is converted to stars (i.e. the
fstar parameter of L13) so as to increase the boost factor
associated with temporal changes in this quantity (see
L13). We will return to this discrepancy in models B+C
but note here that it is not inconceivable that some of
the o↵set of 0.3 dex could reflect observational di�cul-
ties in determining stellar mass and star formation
rates at high redshifts.
Our model naturally produces a deviation of the bary-

onic increase rate to the dark matter growth rate at very
high redshifts as the dynamical friction time scale cannot
catch up the halo growth rate resulting in far more sub-
structure surrounding the central at high redshifts. More
substructure means within our model that less baryonic
infall will be assigned to the central as described in Equa-
tion (15).
In Figure 3, the overall star formation rate density

(SFRD) is plotted over the whole range of cosmic time
compared with data from the compilation by Hopkins
& Beacom (2006) and the phenomenological model by
Behroozi et al. (2013a). The gray region is the 1-� inter-
publication scatter noted by Behroozi et al. (2013a).
The broad features of the evolving SFRD of the Uni-

verse are reproduced and our predicted value at z = 0
matches well the observational data of the nearby Uni-
verse. We again see a tension in the model that the
SFRD is too low at z = 2. The size of the discrepancy
is roughly the same as for the sSFR(z) evolution. We
return to this below.

4.3. The evolution of the gas fraction in galaxies

In Figure 4, we plot the gas-to-star ratio µ = Mgas/Ms
as a function of stellar mass for di↵erent redshifts. We
get about a factor of six higher gas-to-star ratio at z ⇠ 4
compared to z = 0. From the definition of the regulator
quantities in L13, the gas ratio is simply given by the
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Fig. 3.— The Star Formation Rate Density (SFRD) from our
model sample as a function of redshift (red line). The SFRD is
the integrated SFR over all galaxies at a certain cosmic time, nor-
malized to unit volume. The blue dashed line is the best fit model
of Behroozi et al. (2013a) and the gray region is the 1-� inter-
publication scatter noted by them. The green dashed line is the
best fit of the data compilation of Hopkins & Beacom (2006). Our
model predicts the right normalization at z = 0 and the drop in
the SFRD at late times. Our model does not reproduce the boost
in SFRD at z = 2 in its full strength.

ratio of the sSFR and the star-formation e�ciency ✏

Mgas

Ms
=

sSFR

✏
. (18)

So the increase in the gas ratio is a direct result of the fact
that the halo growth rate and thus the sSFR increases
faster with redshift than the dynamical time of the galaxy
which was assumed to set the redshift evolution of ✏.
Lowering the gas fraction in high redshift galaxies can be
done in two di↵erent ways: One either lets the e�ciency
✏ increase faster with redshift or as a higher power of the
gas mass within the regulator. These have similar e↵ect
because of the higher gas fractions at high redshift.
In our model A, the gas infall rate �b drops faster

with cosmic time than the star formation e�ciency ✏
and therefore galaxies become less gas-rich at later cos-
mic times (a similar argument was drawn in Davé et al.
(2011a)). This behavior is in qualitative agreement with
observations (e.g, Tacconi et al. 2010; Geach et al. 2011).

4.4. Stellar Mass Function (SMF)

The galaxy stellar mass function (SMF) is a well mea-
sured quantity at low redshifts (e.g, Baldry et al. 2008;
Pozzetti et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010; Baldry et al. 2012).
Our model provides predictions for the overall SMF and
also for the population split into blue and red galaxies
(i.e. star-forming and quiescent) and into centrals and
satellites. As noted above, the model is constructed to
reproduce the characteristic Schechter cuto↵ of the blue
population at M⇤ ⇠ 1010.68M� and for this to be con-
stant with time, but we have not introduced any other
parameter that is based on e.g. the faint end slope of
the blue and red population, or the red fraction at M⇤).
The mass quenching law of P10 can directly pre-
dict the relative faint end slopes of the blue and
red population, but the absolute slope ↵s,blue of
the blue population had to be assumed. The red
fraction at M* also follows from the input ↵s,blue.
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Fig. 5.— The Stellar Mass Function at z = 0 is plotted for
Model A. The green line is the overall SMF from our Model A.
The blue curves are for the blue population, the red curves for
the red population (including centrals and satellites). The output
is compared to the data of Baldry et al. (2012). Dashed lines
corresponds to Schechter fits to the blue and red population in
their paper.

In Figure 5 the model prediction for the blue, red and
total population at z = 0 is plotted, while in Figure 6,
we present our results for the evolution of the SMF’s for
di↵erent galaxy types (split into red and blue and into
central and satellite) over cosmic time. The Schechter
parameters for these SMF’s of the red and blue centrals
and satellites are given in Appendix B. The red satellite
population can be better described by a double Schechter
function. As shown in P12, this is due to superposition
of mass- and satellite-quenching (more about the fits in
Appendix B).
The model successfully reproduces the correct faint end

slope of the mass function. This is a reflection of the link
between the slope of the mass-metallicity relation and
the faint-end slope ↵ of the mass-function (see L13 for
discussion). The relations between the Schechter param-
eters (M⇤ and ↵) of the di↵erent populations in Figure 6
are also as observed. The universality of M⇤ (all popula-
tions have very similar M⇤) and the change in faint end
slope �↵ ⇠ 1.0 between blue and red centrals, are also

successfully reproduced. These follow from the forms of
the quenching laws derived in P10 and P12.
Less trivial is the overall normalization of the SMF

of the di↵erent populations. The �⇤ describes the nor-
malization at M⇤ in the Schechter function fits. The
SMF is the convolution of the stellar-to-halo mass rela-
tion (SHMR), including its scatter, with the underlining
halo mass function. We note that the underlying halo
mass function is Press-Schechter like and not Schechter
like. If we do not apply the mass quenching description,
the SMF prediction would look Press-Schechter like and
would have a rapidly evolving characteristic mass. At
very high redshift, where the galaxy population could
not build up a significant fraction of galaxies with stel-
lar masses above M⇤, we predict a Press-Schechter like
SMF. In our model we see that the transition from a
Press-Schechter to a “vertically evolving” Schechter-like
SMF happens between z = 6 and z = 4 (from Figure 6).
It is the moment when the stellar mass functin breaks
away the halo mass function. Lilly et al. (2013b) re-
ferred to this as the Phase 1 to Phase 2 transition. We
can also clearly see that the satellite population grows
more rapidly with cosmic time than the one of the cen-
trals in Fig 6, also indicated by the Schechter fits
in the Appendix B. This e↵ect is most prominent
at . This means that the special role of the quenching of
satellite galaxies becomes more and more important with
cosmic time. The satellite-quenching leads to the double-
Schechter component in the SMF of the red population.
The di↵erential rate of quenching of the two populations
and the fact that the quenched satellites dominate at
lower masses leads to the appearance of “down-sizing” ,
i.e. a more gradual buildup of the stellar mass-
function at lower masses.
The biggest problem with the mass functions is a sur-

prising one. Although the shape of the mass function
of passive galaxies is right, their overall number density
is too low. This also produces a weaker bump in the
“double” Schechter function that is caused by the super-
position of the red and blue SMF (which have di↵erent
faint end slopes ↵). This is surprising because one of
the great successes of the P10/P12 quenching formalism
was to explain, via the continuity equation, the ratio of
these two components, which is given simply as (1+↵)�1

where ↵ is the faint end slope of the star-forming mass
function. For ↵ ⇠ �1.4 this would predict a ratio of
about 2.5, close to what is observed, whereas our model
predicts more like 1.5 . But we clearly note that with
↵ ⇠ �1.5 (our Schechter fit) the ratio goes already down
to about 2.0 . We will return to discuss this interesting
question further in Section 5.

4.5. Star formation rate history in di↵erent mass haloes
and the evolution of the star-formation rate density

We now turn to comparisons with the phenomenolog-
ical model of Behroozi et al. (2013a). In Figure 7, we
show our prediction for the SFR in haloes (including cen-
trals and satellites) as a function of cosmic time and halo
mass. This may be compared with the similar Figure 4
from Behroozi et al. (2013b) which was derived from their
completely di↵erent but similarly phenomenological ap-
proach.
Behroozi et al. (2013a) concluded that most stars were

formed around z = 2 in haloes of about 1012M�. This

sSFR(z) SFRD(z) SMF(z=0)
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Fig. 16.— The Stellar Mass Function at z = 0 is plotted for Model
C. The green line is the overall SMF. The blue curves are for the
blue population, the red curves for the red population (including
centrals and satellites). The output is compared to the data of
Baldry et al. (2012). Dashed lines corresponds to Schechter fits to
the blue and red population in their paper.
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Fig. 17.— The SHMR at z = 0 of Model C is plotted as a function
of the total halo mass Mh for the set of central galaxies, separated
into red and blue (same as Figure 8 for Model A). The blue (red)
continuous line is the mean value of the blue (red) population in our
model and the black line is the mean SHMR of the overall sample
for centrals (i.e. a suitably weighted average of the red and blue
lines). The thick dotted black line is the contribution of satellites
to the SHMR while the green thin dotted line indicates the cosmic
baryonic fraction. This model best matches the abundance of red
and blue galaxies. Quenching occurs just when the blue galaxies
are approaching the cosmic baryonic limit.

with this extension of our model. Metallicity and HI data
(see e.g, model of Davé et al. 2013) might give further
insights into this processes.

5.5. The coincidence of getting quenched when
approaching the baryonic fraction

We notice from our analysis in Section 5.3 and 5.4, the
SHMR is far below the cosmic baryonic fraction fb at low
Ms and is coming closer to fb when approaching M⇤.
By ”coincidence”, quenching occurs in our model just
when the stellar baryonic fraction approaches the cosmic
fraction fb. In our model, the regulator is not allowed
to get more baryons in than the baryonic fraction (see
Equation 15)and so will automatically saturate. It will
no longer follow the power law description of Section 5.3

and will flatten. In our model this saturation feature is
completely independent of the quenching formalism with
its crucial parameter M⇤.
However, apparently as a ”coincidence”, these two

completely di↵erent features arise at the same point in
the evolution history of a star-forming galaxy. It is ul-
timately this simultaneous appearance of these two fea-
tures that led to the under-prediction of the red pop-
ulation around M⇤. In our Model C, we see that to
match the SMF we even have to steepen the SHMR of
the blue population around M⇤ such that the blue pop-
ulation must approach the cosmic baryonic limit even
faster, without apparently noticing it, but suddenly then
quench just before reaching the ultimate limit.
If one has one mechanism suppressing star for-

mation in low mass galaxies and quenching at
high masses, a peak is inevitable. But the peak in
Ms/Mh that is caused by quenching could have oc-
curred at any mass, e.g. if it was driven by AGN
feedback, morphological e↵ects and so on. The
fact that it appears to occur just when the over-
all e�ciency of converting of baryons into stars is
maximal is, in our view, noteworthy and probably
tells us that it is not a coincidence.

5.6. Abundance matching

We note from Figure 8 (for Model A) and from Figure
15 and 17 (for Model B and C) that, at halo masses
around 1012M�, the mean value of the SHMR of the blue
population is elevated by about 0.2 dex compared to the
mean value of the red population. The 1-� dispersion
in the blue population alone is about 0.2 dex, and the
overall scatter in the combined red and blue populations
at 1012M� is larger, 0.35 dex, and the distribution is
not Gaussian in log Ms/Mh, i.e. log-normal in the ratio.
Simple abundance matching techniques usually do not
take into account this possible variation.
Behroozi et al. (2013a) noted that the range in star

formation rates that is implicit in a star-forming and a
passive population, is only a problem if it results in a
distribution of stellar masses at fixed halo mass that can-
not be reasonably modeled by a log-normal distribution
(the main assumption in their work). In our particu-
lar model, we produce a clearly di↵erent distribution in
stellar mass around the peak Ms/Mh. The SHMR of
our Model C in Figure 17 is substantially di↵erent to the
one of Behroozi et al. (2013a) but reproduces the SMF
at the same accuracy. In other words, the SHMR from
our Model C is e↵ectively a kind of abundance match-
ing, as it is specifically tuned to match abundance
properties of the galaxy population, but with a dif-
ferent assumption (motivated by our quenching laws) of
how blue and red galaxies will populate the dark matter
haloes.
Tinker et al. (2013) uses measurements of the stel-

lar mass function, galaxy clustering, and galaxy-galaxy
lensing within the COSMOS survey to constrain the
SHMR of blue and red galaxies over the redshift range
z = [0.2, 1]. Their underlining assumption on the func-
tional form of the blue and red galaxy SHMR is very
di↵erent to our output. E.g. their blue population itselfs
is described with a turn over in the SHMR.

6. CONCLUSION

Ṁ
gas

= �b � Ṁs � Ṁ
gas,outflow

only further tuned description

Simon Birrer

Results - the “tuned” model
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Fig. 16.— The Stellar Mass Function at z = 0 is plotted for Model
C. The green line is the overall SMF. The blue curves are for the
blue population, the red curves for the red population (including
centrals and satellites). The output is compared to the data of
Baldry et al. (2012). Dashed lines corresponds to Schechter fits to
the blue and red population in their paper.
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Fig. 17.— The SHMR at z = 0 of Model C is plotted as a function
of the total halo mass Mh for the set of central galaxies, separated
into red and blue (same as Figure 8 for Model A). The blue (red)
continuous line is the mean value of the blue (red) population in our
model and the black line is the mean SHMR of the overall sample
for centrals (i.e. a suitably weighted average of the red and blue
lines). The thick dotted black line is the contribution of satellites
to the SHMR while the green thin dotted line indicates the cosmic
baryonic fraction. This model best matches the abundance of red
and blue galaxies. Quenching occurs just when the blue galaxies
are approaching the cosmic baryonic limit.

with this extension of our model. Metallicity and HI data
(see e.g, model of Davé et al. 2013) might give further
insights into this processes.

5.5. The coincidence of getting quenched when
approaching the baryonic fraction

We notice from our analysis in Section 5.3 and 5.4, the
SHMR is far below the cosmic baryonic fraction fb at low
Ms and is coming closer to fb when approaching M⇤.
By ”coincidence”, quenching occurs in our model just
when the stellar baryonic fraction approaches the cosmic
fraction fb. In our model, the regulator is not allowed
to get more baryons in than the baryonic fraction (see
Equation 15)and so will automatically saturate. It will
no longer follow the power law description of Section 5.3

and will flatten. In our model this saturation feature is
completely independent of the quenching formalism with
its crucial parameter M⇤.
However, apparently as a ”coincidence”, these two

completely di↵erent features arise at the same point in
the evolution history of a star-forming galaxy. It is ul-
timately this simultaneous appearance of these two fea-
tures that led to the under-prediction of the red pop-
ulation around M⇤. In our Model C, we see that to
match the SMF we even have to steepen the SHMR of
the blue population around M⇤ such that the blue pop-
ulation must approach the cosmic baryonic limit even
faster, without apparently noticing it, but suddenly then
quench just before reaching the ultimate limit.
If one has one mechanism suppressing star for-

mation in low mass galaxies and quenching at
high masses, a peak is inevitable. But the peak in
Ms/Mh that is caused by quenching could have oc-
curred at any mass, e.g. if it was driven by AGN
feedback, morphological e↵ects and so on. The
fact that it appears to occur just when the over-
all e�ciency of converting of baryons into stars is
maximal is, in our view, noteworthy and probably
tells us that it is not a coincidence.

5.6. Abundance matching

We note from Figure 8 (for Model A) and from Figure
15 and 17 (for Model B and C) that, at halo masses
around 1012M�, the mean value of the SHMR of the blue
population is elevated by about 0.2 dex compared to the
mean value of the red population. The 1-� dispersion
in the blue population alone is about 0.2 dex, and the
overall scatter in the combined red and blue populations
at 1012M� is larger, 0.35 dex, and the distribution is
not Gaussian in log Ms/Mh, i.e. log-normal in the ratio.
Simple abundance matching techniques usually do not
take into account this possible variation.
Behroozi et al. (2013a) noted that the range in star

formation rates that is implicit in a star-forming and a
passive population, is only a problem if it results in a
distribution of stellar masses at fixed halo mass that can-
not be reasonably modeled by a log-normal distribution
(the main assumption in their work). In our particu-
lar model, we produce a clearly di↵erent distribution in
stellar mass around the peak Ms/Mh. The SHMR of
our Model C in Figure 17 is substantially di↵erent to the
one of Behroozi et al. (2013a) but reproduces the SMF
at the same accuracy. In other words, the SHMR from
our Model C is e↵ectively a kind of abundance match-
ing, as it is specifically tuned to match abundance
properties of the galaxy population, but with a dif-
ferent assumption (motivated by our quenching laws) of
how blue and red galaxies will populate the dark matter
haloes.
Tinker et al. (2013) uses measurements of the stel-

lar mass function, galaxy clustering, and galaxy-galaxy
lensing within the COSMOS survey to constrain the
SHMR of blue and red galaxies over the redshift range
z = [0.2, 1]. Their underlining assumption on the func-
tional form of the blue and red galaxy SHMR is very
di↵erent to our output. E.g. their blue population itselfs
is described with a turn over in the SHMR.

6. CONCLUSION

Is this a coincidence?
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• Simple model (combination of regulation 

and quenching) gives remarkable 
consistencies with various observables	


• Only gas inflow/re-injection has to be 
modified	


• Quenching occurs just when galaxies 
approach the maximal conversion 
efficiency
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2. MODEL INGREDIENTS

In this section we review the concepts and descriptions
used in our model. We start with the di↵erential equa-
tions that control the regulator system from L13 (section
2.1). We then quote the mass- and satellite- quenching
expressions from P10 and P12 (section 2.2). In section
2.3 we describe the dark matter structure formation for-
malism we apply to our model. These ingredients are
completely independent of each other and do not rely on
mechanisms described in other subsections.

2.1. Galaxies as gas-regulated systems

We adopt the model proposed in L13. We identify a
galaxy as a gas-regulated system sitting in a dark matter
halo. The SFR in the galaxy is set simply by the gas mass
M

gas

within a reservoir in the galaxy via a star-formation
e�ciency, ✏. There is also mass-loss from the reservoir
in the form of a wind that is parameterized by a mass-
loading factor, �, such that the outflow is �·SFR. Both
of the ✏ and � parameters are allowed to vary with the
stellar mass M

s

of the galaxy (and possibly the epoch,
or redshift). In L13, the baryonic infall �

b

onto the reg-
ulator, which replenishes the reservoir, was assumed to
be some fixed fraction (f

gal

) of the baryonic infall onto
the surrounding halo. Two obvious simplifications of the
L13 model were that gas expelled from the galaxy in the
wind was assumed to be lost forever, i.e. it does not mix
with any surrounding gas in the halo, and that substruc-
ture within a halo was neglected, i.e. there was only one
regulator in each halo.
In L13, the stellar mass was defined as the long lived

stellar population and we will do the same by assum-
ing that a fraction R of newly formed stellar mass is
promptly returned to the gas reservoir. The remaining
stars will have a lifetime that is longer than the Uni-
verse. As in L13, we will set the mass-return factor
R = 0.4. This is motivated by stellar population models
(e.g, Bruzual & Charlot 2003). The ”stellar masses” used
throughout this paper will be these ”long-lived” stellar
masses. These are of order 0.2 dex smaller than the
stellar masses that are obtained by integrating the SFR,
which are sometimes quoted in the literature.
The build up in stellar mass Ṁ

s

is then given by

Ṁ
s

= SFR · (1�R). (1)

Following L13, the di↵erential equations of the regulator
in di↵erential form can then be written as:

SFR = ✏ ·Mgas (2)

Ṁgas,outflow = � · SFR (3)

Ṁgas = �
b

� Ṁ
s

� Ṁgas,outflow = �
b

� ✏ (1�R+ �)Mgas

(4)
We will not go in detail into the analytic solution of these
di↵erential equations as L13 explored these in some de-
tail.
The e�ciency ✏ and the outflow load � are intended

to cover, albeit simplistically, all the baryonic processes
within the galaxy system. L13 considered a power law
parametrization for both these parameters as a function
of the stellar mass M

s

:

✏(M
s

, z) = ✏10 ·
✓

M
s

1010M�

◆
b

·
✓
H(z)

H0

◆
(5)

�(M
s

) = �10 ·
✓

M
s

1010M�

◆
a

, (6)

H(z) is the Hubble rate at redshift z and H0 the
present-day Hubble constant. L13 assumed, following
Mo et al. (1998), that the star-formation e�ciency would
scale as the dynamical time of the galaxies and haloes,
which should scale as the Hubble rate, and we will do
the same until revisiting this issue towards the end of the
paper. The gas in-fall rate �

b

is assumed to be closely
related to the dark matter halo growth rate. We will
describe this term in greater detail when discussing our
model in section 3 but in essence set the f

gal

parameter
of L13 to unity.
One of the most interesting features of this very sim-

ple regulator system is that the resulting sSFR is closely
linked to the specific infall rate of the baryons. Indeed,
the model is motivated by the overall similarities be-
tween the observed sSFR(z) of the population of star-
forming galaxies and the specific growth rate of dark mat-
ter haloes (see L13). The sSFR will be exactly the spe-
cific baryonic infall rate if a constant fraction f

star

of the
incoming gas is converted into stars. If this fraction in-
creases as a given regulator evolves, e.g. if star-formation
becomes more e�ciency as the stellar mass of the regu-
lator increases, then the sSFR will be boosted relative to
the specific baryon infall rate, as in Equation 36 of L13.
Because this boosting of the sSFR is larger at low masses,
this also has the e↵ect of reversing the weak dependence
of the sSFR on stellar mass relative to the dependence
of the dark matter specific accretion rate (see L13).
Another attractive feature of this regulator system is

that it naturally introduces the SFR as a second pa-
rameter in the mass-metallicity relation, producing a
Z(M

s

, SFR) relation that will only change with epoch
to the extent that the ✏ and � parameters (at fixed M

s

)
evolve. In other words a so-called ”fundamental metal-
licity relation” is a more-or-less natural outcome of the
regulator. By comparing the expected Z(M

s

, SFR) with
data from SDSS given by Mannucci et al. (2010), L13 de-
rived nominal values for the parameters ✏10, b, �10 and
a. Given the extreme simplicity of the model, the re-
sulting values for ✏(M

s

) and �(M
s

), which are quoted in
Table 1 in L13 and added into Table 1 of this work to our
model parameters, are surprisingly reasonable, giving gas
depletion timescales (✏�1) at M

s

⇠ 1010M� of about 2
Gyr and mass-loading factors of order unity. Both these
parameters decrease with stellar mass resulting in more
and more e�cient conversion of inflowing baryons into
stars as the stellar mass of the system increases. In the
context of the simple analysis of L13, this ”saturation”
of f

star

can be traced to the pronounced flattening of the
Z(M

star

) relation at high masses. We will return to this
later in the paper.
The processes associated with star-formation in galax-

ies is thus represented in our model by the four pa-
rameters describing ✏(M

s

) and �(M
s

), taken from L13.
As noted above, we will initially assume ✏ increases as
H(z)/H0, although we will revisit this assumption later.

2.2. Quenching of star-formation in galaxies

In this paper, we apply the phenomenological quench-
ing prescriptions derived by P10 and P12. This is distinct
from introducing a turnover in the e�ciency parameter
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Fig. 6.— The SMF for the blue and red population, centrals and satellites are plotted for redshifts 6  z  0 for Model A. Our model
predicts a nearly constant fraction of blue and red population, centrals and satellites back to at least z = 4. The Schechter parameters for
these SMF’s are given in Appendix B.

is a natural output of our model as the regulator is
highly ine�cient in producing stars at low stellar masses
and (mass-)quenching is most e↵ective above Ms = M⇤,
which corresponds to about 1012M� in halo mass.
The fact that these two orthogonal approaches pro-

duce broadly the same phenomenological picture is very
reassuring. It furthermore emphasizes the operational
di�culty of distinguishing, for central galaxies, whether
the dark matter mass or the (baryonic) stellar mass is
driving the variable e�ciency with which haloes convert
baryons into stars, simply because these two quantities
are tightly linked.

4.6. Stellar-to-halo mass relation (SHMR)

One of the central properties of galaxies is the stellar-
to-halo mass relation (SHMR), both for centrals and for
satellite galaxies. The SHMR represents the overall e�-
ciency with which haloes convert baryons into stars. This
quantity has been extensively studied using abundance
matching and other statistical techniques such as halo oc-
cupation distributions, which are based on the conviction
that the SHMR should be well-behaved. Observations
using weak-lensing can be used to directly test these,
generally with success (e.g, Leauthaud et al. 2012a).
The SHMR for our output sample at the present epoch

is plotted in Figure 8 and compared with the zero-
redshift relation from Behroozi et al. (2013a). As would
be expected, the increase in the Ms/Mh ratio at low
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Fig. 7.— The Star Formation Rate history as a function of cos-
mic time and halo mass for Model A. The plot includes SFR from
centrals and satellites. Black lines indicate an average growth his-
tory of di↵erent haloes. Units of the color scale are chosen to be
ND*SFR dlog

10

(Mh) = M�yr�1Mpc�3dlog
10

(Mh).

masses simply reflects the increasing e�ciency of con-
verting baryons to stars (i.e. fstar in L13) in more mas-
sive regulators, while the turn-over and subsequent de-
cline is due to the mass-quenching of galaxies which be-
comes progressively more important at masses around
and above M⇤, corresponding to about 1012M� in halo
mass.
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lines). The thick dotted black line is the contribution of satellites
to the SHMR while the green thin dotted line indicates the cosmic
baryonic fraction. This model best matches the abundance of red
and blue galaxies. Quenching occurs just when the blue galaxies
are approaching the cosmic baryonic limit.

with this extension of our model. Metallicity and HI data
(see e.g, model of Davé et al. 2013) might give further
insights into this processes.

5.5. The coincidence of getting quenched when
approaching the baryonic fraction

We notice from our analysis in Section 5.3 and 5.4, the
SHMR is far below the cosmic baryonic fraction fb at low
Ms and is coming closer to fb when approaching M⇤.
By ”coincidence”, quenching occurs in our model just
when the stellar baryonic fraction approaches the cosmic
fraction fb. In our model, the regulator is not allowed
to get more baryons in than the baryonic fraction (see
Equation 15)and so will automatically saturate. It will
no longer follow the power law description of Section 5.3

and will flatten. In our model this saturation feature is
completely independent of the quenching formalism with
its crucial parameter M⇤.
However, apparently as a ”coincidence”, these two

completely di↵erent features arise at the same point in
the evolution history of a star-forming galaxy. It is ul-
timately this simultaneous appearance of these two fea-
tures that led to the under-prediction of the red pop-
ulation around M⇤. In our Model C, we see that to
match the SMF we even have to steepen the SHMR of
the blue population around M⇤ such that the blue pop-
ulation must approach the cosmic baryonic limit even
faster, without apparently noticing it, but suddenly then
quench just before reaching the ultimate limit.
If one has one mechanism suppressing star for-

mation in low mass galaxies and quenching at
high masses, a peak is inevitable. But the peak in
Ms/Mh that is caused by quenching could have oc-
curred at any mass, e.g. if it was driven by AGN
feedback, morphological e↵ects and so on. The
fact that it appears to occur just when the over-
all e�ciency of converting of baryons into stars is
maximal is, in our view, noteworthy and probably
tells us that it is not a coincidence.

5.6. Abundance matching

We note from Figure 8 (for Model A) and from Figure
15 and 17 (for Model B and C) that, at halo masses
around 1012M�, the mean value of the SHMR of the blue
population is elevated by about 0.2 dex compared to the
mean value of the red population. The 1-� dispersion
in the blue population alone is about 0.2 dex, and the
overall scatter in the combined red and blue populations
at 1012M� is larger, 0.35 dex, and the distribution is
not Gaussian in log Ms/Mh, i.e. log-normal in the ratio.
Simple abundance matching techniques usually do not
take into account this possible variation.
Behroozi et al. (2013a) noted that the range in star

formation rates that is implicit in a star-forming and a
passive population, is only a problem if it results in a
distribution of stellar masses at fixed halo mass that can-
not be reasonably modeled by a log-normal distribution
(the main assumption in their work). In our particu-
lar model, we produce a clearly di↵erent distribution in
stellar mass around the peak Ms/Mh. The SHMR of
our Model C in Figure 17 is substantially di↵erent to the
one of Behroozi et al. (2013a) but reproduces the SMF
at the same accuracy. In other words, the SHMR from
our Model C is e↵ectively a kind of abundance match-
ing, as it is specifically tuned to match abundance
properties of the galaxy population, but with a dif-
ferent assumption (motivated by our quenching laws) of
how blue and red galaxies will populate the dark matter
haloes.
Tinker et al. (2013) uses measurements of the stel-

lar mass function, galaxy clustering, and galaxy-galaxy
lensing within the COSMOS survey to constrain the
SHMR of blue and red galaxies over the redshift range
z = [0.2, 1]. Their underlining assumption on the func-
tional form of the blue and red galaxy SHMR is very
di↵erent to our output. E.g. their blue population itselfs
is described with a turn over in the SHMR.

6. CONCLUSION
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